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TO NATHAN JACOBSON ON HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
The simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras of type S over an algebraically 
closed field of prime characteristic are classified. The number of such algebras 
of any fixed dimension is finite. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 5. The known 
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over F are either classical (in the sense of 
[6j) or members of one of the four infinite families of algebras of generalized 
Cartan type W, S, H, and K. These algebras, described in [4, lo], generalize 
the graded Lie algebras of Cartan type introduced by Kostrikin and Safarevic 
[S]. In this paper we will be concerned with algebras of types W and S. Their 
definitions are given below. 
The algebras of type W are completely classified [S]; each such algebra is 
determined by a positive integer m and an m-tuple n = (121 ,..., n,) of positive 
integers. Two such algebras determined by (m, n) and (m’, n’) are isomorphic 
if and only if m = m’ and n, = nLci, for all i, where (T E Sym(m). Such an algebra 
has dimension rnpl”l (where 1 n 1 = n, + ... + n,). Thus there are only finitely 
many algebras of type W of each dimension. 
For the other types of algebras of generalized Cartan type the situation is more 
complicated. An algebra of type X (where X = S, H, or K) is determined by 
a triple (m, n, @), where m and n are as above and where 0 is an automorphism 
of W(m) (definition below), or equivalently by a triple (m, n, w), where w is a 
differential form. Kac [4] has given necessary and sufficient conditions for two 
such triples to determine isomorphic algebras. This result shows that the 
isomorphism classes of algebras of type X(m : n : ab) correspond to orbits of 
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Aut W(m : n) acting on a certain space of differential forms. Thus the explicit 
classification of these algebras is equivalent to the determination of a represen- 
tative of each orbit. 
In this paper we solve this problem for algebras of type S. We see that, for 
fixed m and n, if there are K distinct ni then there are K + 2 isomorphism classes 
of algebras determined by triples (m, n, CD). 
It appears that the corresponding problems for algebras of types H and K are 
more difficult. Kac [4] has shown that there are infinitely many isomorphism 
classes of algebras of type H of a single dimension. 
The results of this paper are of particular interest in the smallest case, m = 2. 
The algebras of type S(2) (which are the same as the algebras of type H(2), 
with the latter notation usually being preferred) are of toral rank one. (The only 
other algebras with this property are sZ(2) and W( 1 : n) [ 111.) As such they arise 
frequently as minimal cases in classification problems. Thus their explicit 
determination seems to be useful. For example, these results are used in [2] 
in the classification of the Albert-Zassenhaus algebras. (The Albert-Zassenhaus 
algebras [I], some of the earlier nonclassical simple Lie algebras to be discovered, 
are of interest because of several ways in which they can be characterized by their 
internal structure [2, 31.) 
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We begin by recalling the definitions of the algebras of types W and S. 
(See [4, 5, 7, 8, lo] for more detail and proofs.) 
Let m be a positive integer and A(m) be the monoid (under pointwise addition) 
of all m-tuples of nonnegative integers. For OL, /3 E A(m) define 1 011 = CL, a(i), 
CU! = nZ, a(i)!, and (F) = nb, (;$I). If 1 < i < m let l i denote the m-tuple 
defined by c,(j) = S,, . 
Let n be an m-tuple of positive integers. Fix a prime p and define A(m : n). = 
(IX E A(m) 1 a(i) < pm6 for all i}. 
Let F be a field of characteristic p. Let s%(m) denote the topological algebra 
consisting of all formal linear combinations over F of the independent set 
{x” 1 c1 E A(m)}, where we define the algebra structure by 
X”@ = 
( 1 
(y + 18 p+4 
cf. 
and the topology by taking (Yl(m)i / i > 0} to be a base of neighborhoods of 0, 
where 2I(m), is the space of all formal F-linear combinations of {x” j 1 CY j 2 i}. 
Write xi for xQ. Then a(m) is a graded topological algebra if we set 2l(m)[,l = 
span{xa j j 01 / = ;j. Note that ~0 = I spans 21(m)Iol . 
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The algebra ‘X(m) can be given additional structure [8]. There is a unique 
sequence of maps x tt x(r), Y > 0, called divided power maps, of a(m), into 
a(m), satisfying 
(1) *y:(O) z 1 for all x 6 2l(m), , 
(2) (x”)(r) = ((m!)!/(a!)’ Y!) x’” for all 0 # 01 E A(m) and all Y > 0, 
(3) (ax)(r) = arxtp) for all a E F, all x E a(m), , and all Y > 0, 
(4) (x + y)"' = gzo .@) ycv-0 for all x andy E ‘+X(m), and all r > 0. 
Define W(m) = {DE Der 2l(m) j x@)D = (x0) x(‘-~) for all x E 2I(m), and all 
Y 3 I}. Define Di E Der %(m) by xorDi = xW-cd (where we adopt the convention 
that xfi = 0 ifj? $ A(m)). Then W(m) is a free ‘U(m)-module with base {Dl ,..., D,}. 
Define 2I(m : n) = span(x* 1 a: E A(m : n)]. Let W(m : n) = [D E W(m) 1 
‘X(m : n)D C 2I( m : n)}. Then W(m : n) is a free 2I(m : n)-module with base 
(4 ,..., D,>. It is a simple Lie algebra (unless p = 2, m = 1) of dimension 
mpfnl. 
Let w be the differential form dx, A ... A dx,, , where m > 2. Define S(m) = 
{D E W(m) 1 wD = 0} ( recall that (dx)D = d(xD), df = EL, (fD2) dxt , 
(aT)D = (aD)T + a(TD), and (7 A T)D = (7D) A 7 -t 17 A (TD) for a E ‘U(m), 
and r and n differential forms). 
Let Aut(\2I(m) : W(m)) = {p’ E .4ut 2l(m) / v-lW(m)pl C W(m)]. Then 
Aut(%(m) : W(m)) = (q E Aut 2I(m) / x(r)p, = (x’p)o) for all r > 0 and all 
x E 2I(m),). Then if ~‘i ,.. . , ym E rU(m), are such that det(yLD3) is invertible there 
is a unique q~ E Aut(‘$I(m) : W(m)) such that x,p, = yi for all i. Such a 9 induces 
an automorphism @ of W(m) by D@ = v-l D~I for all D E W(m). 
Every automorphism of W(m : n) extends to an automorphism of W(m), 
hence is induced by some r,u E Aut(2I(m) : W(m)) which must necessarily 
stabilize 2l(m : n). The set of such y may be characterized as 
{V E Aut(%(m) : W(m)) I2I(m : n)p, C 2l(m : n)} 
’ = 1qJ E Aut((U(m) : W(m)) I xiv = 1 ai,,xoL, 
O#arA(m:o) 
where ai,sj,z = 0 ifj + ni > nr * 
I 
If @ E Aut W(m) define S(m : n : @) = W(m : n) n S(m)@. Write S(m : n) = 
S(m : n : id). Now S(m)@ = {~-lDp, I WD = 0} = (E 1 wvEq.-l = 0} = 
{E 1 qE = 0:. Also, WV = d(xlT) A ... A d(x,v) = det(x,pD,)w. Write J(v) = 
det(x,vD,). The simple algebras of type S are the S(m : n : @)@), where 
J(v) D,](q~-l E 2I(m : n) for all i and C ( plzt - 1) > 3. 
It follows from a general result of Kac[4, Proposition 7.21 that if S(m : n : @)@) 
and S(m’ : n’ : Q’)(s) are isomorphic then m = m’, n = (nr ,..., n,), n’ = 
(4 ,..., ni,J, and ni == n,(,) for all i, where (J E Sym(m), and furthermore 
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S(m : n : CD)(~) and S(m : n : Q, ) ’ (2) are isomorphic if and only if there exists 
c EEI and 4 E Aut(BI(m) : W(m)) such that 2I(m : n)# C ‘II(m : n) and wrp$ = 
CWT’. 
Using this result we will determine all isomorphism classes of simple Lie 
algebras of type 5’. To state our results we need some additional notation. 
If n is an m-tuple of nonnegative integers define I(n) C {I,..., ml by j E I(n) 
if and only if nj 6 {nr ,..., n,_,]. Define r(n) by r(n) = CL, ( pns - I) 6%. 
(When n can be determined from context we will write this as y.) Define 
cp(y(n)) E Aut(YI(m) : W(m)) by x&y(n)) == x1 + xcl-+@) and s&(n)) = x3 
for j > 1. For 1 < i < m define q(i) by x&i) = .vi + 8iPy7(exp(sr’n’EL) -1) 
(where exp a = C,“=, ati) for a E ‘?l(nt),). 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM. A simple Lie algebra S(m : n : CD) c2) is isomorphic to exactly one of 
S(?rz : n)(*), S(m : n : @(y(n)))(“), S(m : n : CD(i))@), iEl(n). 
From this and the known dimension formulas for these algebras we have: 
COROLLARY I. There are only finitely many simple Lie algebras of type S of 
any jixed dimension. 
The case m = 2 is of particular interest. Recall that S(2) is usually denoted 
H(2). Direct computation shows that dim H(2 : n)t2) = plnl - 2, dim N(2 : n : 
@(y(n)))@) == pInI - 1, and dim H(2 : n : Q(i))(“) = pInI. 
COROLLARY 2. The number of isomorphism classes of simple algebras of type 
H(2) of dimension pn - 2 is [n/2]; the number of isomorphism classes of simple 
algebras of t-ype H(2) of dimension p n - 1 is [n/2], and the number of isomorphism 
classes of simple algebras of type H(2) of dimension pn is n - 1. 
Proof. We may assume nl < n2 . The number of n with J n 1 == IZ and 
n, 5~ n2 is [n/2]. For such an n we may take @ = id, @(y(n)), or @( 1); in addition 
we may take @ = Q(2) if and only if n, + n2 . 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Introduce an equivalence relation w on Aut(%l(m) : W(m)) by $J w 3’ if and 
only if WI,,+ = CW#‘ for some c EF, v E Aut(%(m) : W(m)) with 4I(m : n)v C 
%(m : n). Now tit++ = (J(#)w)g, = J(4) ~J(v)w and cw#‘ = cJ(#‘)w. Motivated 
by this we state: 
DEFINITION. If a, b E a(m) then a N b if b = c(ay) J(v) for some ‘p E 
Aut(SI(m)) with ?l(m : n)p, _C 2I(m : n) and some c EF*. 
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It is immediate that N is an equivalence relation. 
In view of the results of Kac quoted above we see that the theorem will follow 
from: 
LEMMA. If a E S(m)* and aDP-1 E ‘%(m : n) for all i then a N exactly one of 
1 (=J(identity)), 1 + tit”) (=J(@(r(n)))), exp(xP”“ci) (=J(@(i))), where i EI(n). 
The proof has several steps. 
(1) Define b(m : n) = (b E 2X(m)* 1 bDib-1 E 2I(m : n) for all i, 1 < i < m}. 
Clearly %(m : n) > ‘%(m : n)* and %(m : n) = {b E 2l(m)* ) bW(m : n) b-1 C 
‘%(m : n):. Then b(m : n) 23(m : n) C S(m : n) and if QJ E Aut(PI(m) : W(m)) 
and ‘%(m : n)y C ‘2I(m : n) then !B(m : n)p) C !B(rn : n). 
(2) If a E B(m : n) and a N b then b E B(m : n). For if %(m : n)v G 
9I(m : n) it is clear that J(v) E 9I(m : n)*, and so the result follows from (I). 
(3) For a E aI(rn) write a = ClreAtrn) a,xa. Then if a E !B(m : n) there 
exists b E B(VZ : n) with a ~6,6,=Ofora:~A(m:n)-{O,y],anda,m,,z= 
b,n,, for all i. 
Proof. It is sufficient to assume a, = 0 for all 0 # 01 E A(m : n) with 
[ OL 1 < k, where 1 < k < 1 y 1 and to show that there exists b N a with b, = 0 
for all 0 -f. cy E A(m : n) with / OL I < K and with apllE, = bpn,<% for all i. 
If a satisfies this condition let a, = --a;’ C aaxa+c*, where the sum is over all 
orEA(m:n), af0, with I(YI=K, a(j)=p”g--1 for I <j<i, and 
a(i) < p”’ - 1. Let d := a;’ C aiyxa+“l and e = a;;’ C a,xa+Ez, where both sums 
are over all (Y = ( pz - I) cl , I < 1 < n, with j AZ 1 = K. Define v by xrr~~ =
x1 +- al + d, xav = xa + a2 - e, and xig, = xi + ai for i > 2. Then it is 
immediate that b = (up)) J(v) is the required element. 
(4) If a E ‘B(m : n) then a N b for some b E B(m : n) with b,ntCt # 0 for 
at most one i. 
Proof. Suppose asni, # 0 and n, > n, . Define v by x,p, = x’, - ~x(P~~-“‘)~J 
and x,p, = x1 for I f i.” Then if b = (av) J(v) we have b,nzCl = apnlC for all 
1 # j and bll*+, = up-j,6 - ann,c,tP”f. Thus taking 5 = (ap-jc,a;~.c,)~~-nz and 
iterating gives the result.? 
(5) Suppose a E ‘B(m : n), ap*,Cz # 0, and a, = 0 for all 01 E A(m : n) - 
(0, r}. Then there exists b E B(m : n) with a N 6, b, = 0 for all 01 E /l(m : n) - 
(0) and a,“,,, = b,*,,, for all j. 
Proof. Let yi = C,,i ( pnj - 1) E) . Define v by xig, = x, + [xya and 
xrp, = x1 for I f i. Then if b = (as)) J(v) we have that b,, = aY f [a,mt,, . 
Taking [ 1: -a,a;rf8,1 gives the result. 
(6) If a E b(m : n) and a, = 0 for all cy E A(m : n) u [p%, 1 1 -( i *< 
ml - (Oj then a = a,, . 
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Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists 01 f 0 with a, # 0 and a, = 0 for all 
/3 with 0 < 1 /3 1 < / LY I. Then if aDia-l = x:reA(mzn) cqT it is clear that if 
a(i) > 0 then c,-, # 0. As aD,a-l E 2I(m : n) we therefore have 01 - 
6% E A(m : n) for all i’with a(i) > 0. From this it is immediate that 01 E A(m : n) u 
(pnvl 1 1 < i < ml, contradicting our hypothesis. 
(7) If a E 23(m : n) then a N b, where b is one of 1, 1 + xy, exp(xPnzf*), 
1 <i<m. 
Proof. Note that 1 + [x7 and exp([xpniCi) belong to 23(m : n). By (3)-(5) 
we may assume that a, = 0 for OL E A(m : n) - (0, r} and that at most one of 
a, ) aD*,, , 1 < i < m, is nonzero. Also, as a N a,‘a, we may assume a, = I. 
If ay = ‘0 = a9nzci for all i set b = a. If a, #O set b = (1 - a,ti)a and if 
a9nts, # 0 set b = exp(-ap”LetxPni~l)a. I n each case b satisfies the hypotheses 
of (6) and so b = 1. Thus we have a = 1, a = 1 + a$‘, or a = exp(as*tr,xPniC*). 
If a = 1 + aTy define v by x,p, = a;(l/‘pnl-l))q and xrv = xr for I # 1. Then 
a N av (l/(‘“l-l))(ap)) J(v) = ap, = 1 + x7. If a = exp(a9n,Ci&‘iet) define g, by 
x,p, 1 a;~~“kz and x,g, = x1 for 1 # i. Then a N a~~~~:(a~) J(v = exp(xpniCi). 1 
(8) We can now complete the proof of the lemma. First note that if 
nj = nj then exp(xPnq:) - exp(xp”‘~~ ) (for this use the automorphism y defined 
by x,~ = x, , xjY = x, , and x,~ = x1 for I # i, j and take c = - 1). 
Thus it suffices to show that if b, d are in the given set then b + d. Note first 
that if 1 N 1 + .V then 1 + XY E J(v)F for some p) and this is impossible by 
[9]. Thus the result is proved if b = 1 or 1 + XV. 
Now suppose exp(x”“‘+) - exp(xpRJEj), where n, < n, . Then, modulo 
w4 gm3 -+ 2I(m : n) we have exp(xPniCt) = c exp(xp”‘+~) J(y) = c. But this 
implies that xpn’<* E ‘%(m),m, + 2I(m : n), a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the lemma, and hence of the theorem. 
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